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Mandate of the Resolutions Committee under the proposed new RCA Constitution: 
The draft RCA’s Constitution Review Committee states that: “The Board of Directors shall adopt procedures 

for the consideration and adoption by membership vote of resolutions regarding the perspective and policy of 

the RCA on contemporary issues.”  It additionally states that “The Board of Directors shall establish RCA 

policy on all matters, except as determined by the membership” and that the RCA President shall “represent the 

RCA and speak on its behalf to the public and to other organizations. Such communication shall not be 

inconsistent with RCA policies previously established by the Board or the membership.”  Together, these rules 

bind RCA leadership to lead in a fashion consistent with adopted membership resolutions. 

 

Operating under the existing Constitution, the current Executive/Convention Committees should charge the 

2015 Resolutions Committee to develop resolutions similarly, to reflect “the perspective and policy of the RCA 

on contemporary issues.” 

 

The Executive Committee should pass the following additional rules: 

At the first regular meeting of the Board of Directors after Pesach, the President shall nominate six 

members to the Resolutions Committee, to be approved by the Board of Directors.  One member shall 

be nominated and approved to serve as Chairman for a two year term; two members shall serve as 

regular members for a two year term; and three members shall serve as regular members for a one year 

term.  

 

Prior to the expiration of each term, the President shall nominate, subject to approval by the Board of 

Directors, members to replace committee members whose terms are expiring.  A member who has 

completed one year of service shall be nominated by the President and approved by the Board of 

Directors to serve as Chairman. 

 

Effectiveness 
An RCA resolution must be effective in order to be considered a worthwhile exercise.  Although defining, 

determining, and promoting effectiveness are necessarily judgement calls that the Resolutions Committee must 

make regarding potential resolutions, effectiveness minimally affects: 

1. Which categories of issues should, and should not be addressed 

2. Which view should be expressed about an issue 

3. How the view should be expressed 

4. The vehicles through which the view should be promulgated 

5. The timing of resolutions 

each as described below. 

 

1. Which categories of issues
1
 

                                                 
1
 Resolutions should not focus on the following, for the reasons noted: 

A. Defensive response, directed at Orthodox and wider communities, to chilul Hashem, ziyuf hatorah, or moral 

crisis to avoid RCA’s silence from being considered assent. 

→ Avoid because such issues generally require a timely response for which an annual resolution 

process is inappropriate and because RCA Board of Directors, RCA President, or the Rapid 

Response Committee can handle them more quickly. 
B. Determine or amend RCA governance procedures 

→ Avoid because the Constitution assigns these duties to the Board of Directors or to the 

Constitutional Amendment process. 
 



Resolutions should project spiritual, moral, and intellectual leadership of Orthodox, general Jewish, 

American, Israeli and general communities regarding ongoing, contemporary issues in order to 

Educate our (Orthodox) communities on communal matters. 

roject the leadership voice of the RCA regarding vital communal matters such as anti-Semitism, 

fighting Iran, support of Israel in various ways, etc. 

Seek to “set communal agenda” to include issues which RCA deems important but which are not 

presently widely discussed. 

 

2. Which view 
To be effective, a resolution’s view must accurately represent a majority of the RCA 

membership.  Compliance with the draft Constitution’s requirements assures such representation by 

requiring that at least 20% of the RCA member eligible to vote constitute a quorum for resolutions (and 

all other membership votes.  Abstentions count towards the quorum.)  It also requires 50% or more of 

those voting ‘against’ or ‘in favor’ (‘abstain’ votes do not count) to vote ‘in favor’ of a 

resolution.  Knowledge of these requirements will greatly impact the substance and formulation of a 

proposed resolution. 

 

If a resolution addresses an area of psak halacha, the Resolutions Committee should consult with 

suitable poskim during its formulation. 

 

3. How a view is expressed 
To ensure effectiveness, each resolution should typically include 

A. Text stating the issue and the RCA’s view. 

a. Optimal text length is 500-750 words. 

b. Title is part of a resolution’s text. 

B. Relevant educational materials (articles, source sheet, practical implementation 

suggestions) for chaverim to use in their communities. 

C. Reference to summary/list of existing/previous RCA positions/resolutions so readers of 

current resolution understand it in context of RCA’s overall views. 

 

4. Vehicles to promulgate message should typically include multiple mediums such as: 
A. Distribute resolution and related materials to RCA members, updated OU/IPA media list, 

RCA Facebook page, RCA website. 

B. Ask OU to publicize in its weekly ‘Shabbat Shalom’ email. 

C. Influential blogs: Hirhurim (Gil Student is chaver); Maryles; Fink; Volokh 

D. Create an RCA blog on Times of Israel, and publish there. 

E. Op-Ed pieces elsewhere in Orthodox and Jewish media including Tablet, Forward, Mosaic, 

Jewish Review of Books, Moment, Algemeiner, INN, Jpost, Haaretz, Ynet, JTA. 

F. Non-Jewish outlets that write a lot about Jewish issues: NYT, Atlantic, Slate, Bloomberg 

G. Individual journalists: Yair Ettinger, Jeffrey Goldberg, Gary Rosenblatt, Matti Friedman, 

Yair Rosenberg, others. 

H. Enhance resolution’s reach through other, creative approaches (video expressing RCA’s 

view?)  

  

5. Timing 
Resolutions will remain on an annual cycle but will no longer be tied to the Convention.  A vehicle for 

disseminating the RCA’s view is the high profile Yamim Noraim derashot of its own chaverim.  In order 

to enable interested chaverim to consider using resolutions and related materials then, each resolution 

and related material should be disseminated by August 15th.  The recommended time line below reflects 

that goal. 

 

  



Approximate Resolutions Schedule and Process 
May 1st, Resolutions Committee invites all chaverim to submit proposals for Resolutions.  At same time, 

Resolutions Committee may also choose to develop its own proposals although this is not necessary. 

 

June 1st, Submission deadline for Membership Resolution Proposals 

 

The following Resolution Proposals will be submitted for Membership Discussion on RCA Forum #1: 

1. A resolution of the Resolution Committee. 

2. A resolution submitted to the Resolutions Committee by 5% or more of eligible RCA voters (currently = 

50).  A single member must be designated as the representative of such a Resolution. 

3. A resolution submitted to the Resolutions Committee with less than than 5% membership support; a 

single member must be designated as the representative of such a Resolution.  Such a proposed 

Resolution must also be approved by the Resolutions Committee. 

 

June 15th, resolutions submitted to Forum #1 for discussion. 

 

Within one week of submission, 2% chaverim (presently 20) can submit a friendly amendment to any proposed 

amendment.  These amendments may be accepted by the party responsible for them, as per above: 

1. The Resolution Committee 

2. The Representative of the Resolution, when supported by at least ⅔ of those who initially supported the 

Resolution. 

3. The Representative of the Resolution AND the Resolutions Committee.  (If only one party agree to the 

proposed friendly amendment, then it is rejected.) 

If a friendly amendment is accepted, the revised resolution shall be resubmitted to the Forum for another 1-

week discussion/amendment period.  This process will terminate for each resolution when no friendly 

amendments have been proposed within a week. 

 

One week period for voting online, during which two emails will be sent encouraging chaverim to vote. 

 

Vote tallies shall be released to members upon request, but members are expected not to discuss or reference 

passing percentages in any public venue. 


